
5.2 The mobility of channelized rock avalanche 

The mobility of landslides is influenced by varieties of factors, such as topography, landslide size, 

material type, landslide type water content and so on. The vital role of topography constrains on the 

landslide mobility can be referred from the high positive correlation of H/L with effective drop height, 

slope angle and channel angle (see Figure S2~S4). Besides, some micro topography like drop cliff and 

broad depression will influence the motion and deposition of rock avalanche remarkably. The rock 

avalanches corresponding with the four large bias scatter in Figure 8 are the Wenjia gully, Hongshi Gully, 

Niumian Gully and Donghekou rock avalanche, whose flow path has cliffs in the upper end of channels 

with notable drop height as 260 m, 150 m, 60 m and 160 m respectively referring to the field 

investigations. Moreover, fluidization characteristics such as super-elevation near curve transitions can 

be found in the channel section of these four rock avalanches. These findings manifest the steep micro-

geotopography will enlarge the mobility of rock avalanches as this kind of topography will lead the slide 

mass to undergo the drop, collision, fragmentation effects in the early motion stage which will facilitate 

motion mode transformation from sliding to flowing. This transformation will enhance the motion 

mobility of rock avalanche to travel a much longer distance than predicted one. Attention also need be 

paid to the broad depression near the upper end of the channel. Taking Wenjia Gully rock avalanche for 

an example, almost a half of total volume of the landslide deposited on the beginning of the channel (red 

dash circle area in Figure 9), leading to that the travel distance lower than the expected one.  

 

As for the effects of landslide types on the landslide mobility, we firstly compare our dataset with the 

dataset collected by Guo et al.(2014) in order to avoid the influences of triggers and topography. After 

the elimination of superposition parts between two datasets, 32 other landslides including debris 

avalanches, rock slides, soil slides in the same area are introduced. We plot the relationship between L 

with V and H respectively marking different types landslide (see figure S5 and S6). According to figure 

S5 and S6, rock avalanches show the strongest mobility while soil slides show the weakest one, and the 

mobility of rock slides is equable to the mobility of debris avalanches while the later one has large 

variation.  



 

Figure S5 Relationship between the volume and travel distance of different-type landslides triggered by 

Wenchuan earthquake (rock slides, debris avalanches and soil slides data are from Guo et al, 2014) 

 

Figure S6 Relationship between total height and the travel distance of different-type landslides triggered 

by Wenchuan earthquake (rock slides, debris avalanches and soil slides data are from Guo et al, 2014) 

While compared with the worldwide datasets (see figure S7 and S8),  
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Figure S7 Relationship between the volume and H/L ratio of different-type landslides from the 

worldwide dataset 

 



Figure S8 Relationship between the volume and H/L ratio of different-type landslides from the 

worldwide dataset 

 

As for the effect of rock types on the landslide mobility, we use the combined dataset of landslides 

induced by Wenchuan earthquake. The rock type classification use the same standard used by Guo et al 

(refer to table 1 in Guo et al. 2014). The rock type is numbered by the sort from strongest to the weakest, 

namely R1 presents strongest rock type. According to figure S9 and S10, the mobility of landslide seems 

to increase with the increase of rock strength.  

 

Figure S9 Relationship between the volume and travel distance of landslides with different rock types 
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Figure S10 Relationship between the total height and travel distance of landslides with different rock 

types 

 

The common causes of landsides are earthquakes and rainfall. While the influences of triggers on 

landslide distribution is well studied, the effects of triggers on the landslide mobility is still a scientific 

gap. Zhang et al. (2013) indicated that rock avalanches triggered by earthquakes have slightly lower 

mobility than ones not triggered by earthquakes, and rock avalanches close to the seismic fault do not 

always have higher mobility even if a rock avalanche near the seismic fault is subjected to higher ground 

accelerations. Guo et al. (2014) also mentioned that the seismic acceleration plays less influence than 

rock type, sliding volume, slope transition angle and slope height on landslide travel distance. According 

to the table 4, two rainfall-induced rock avalanches show stronger mobility than earthquake-induced ones. 

The rock avalanches induced by rainfall express a stronger mobility than the earthquake-induced ones 

may due to lubrication effect of water. Hummocky surfaces are observed on the deposition of the 

Ermanshan rock avalanche. However, detailed study on the influence of triggers on the landslide mobility 

need further dataset.  
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